
Painter a natural photographer 
Diane Burko's lens informs her brush with scenes intimate and visceral. 
 
By Edith Newhall 
For The Inquirer 

 

 
“Over Belle Ile, Brittany,” by Diane Burko, is among her photographic works on display through June 30 at the 
Locks Gallery.  That’s where she has shown her paintings since 1976. 

 
Few people I know take the kinds of trips that painter Diane Burko does. Her destinations over 
the last 15 years read like assignments for a National Geographic photographer. 
 
If she's not flying perilously low over active volcanoes in Hawaii, the Cessna 172s she favors 
have provided her aerial views of similarly dramatic terrains in Alaska, Iceland, Costa Rica, 
Arizona, Italy and Brittany. Burko does, in fact, shoot pictures from the planes, but the point 
has been to return to civilization with photographs that will serve as studies for her paintings. 
 
That was then. Like other painters who have realized that their camera work can hold its own, 
Burko is taking her photographs more seriously these days. 
 
Last year, she exhibited her aerial photographs as digitally manipulated inkjet and iris prints at 
the Rider University Art Gallery. Now she is exhibiting them for the first time at the Locks 
Gallery, where she has been showing her paintings since 1976. 
 
(Burko's Philadelphia debut as a photographer accompanies the discerning traveling 
retrospective of her paintings and photographs organized by Tufts University Art Gallery 



director Amy Schlegel, which recently opened at the Michener Museum in Doylestown. Since 
the photographs inform the paintings, a trip to the Michener is well worth the effort.) 
 
It's hard not to be impressed by the deserts, waterfalls, flowing lava, volcanic craters, and other 
natural phenomena in Burko's photographs from 1979 (when she was flown over Arizona's 
Painted Desert by light artist James Turrell) to 2004. The smallest of these are reproduced as 
iris prints and depict the Cessna's tiny shadow, giving them an intimate, soft-edged, diaristic 
quality. Burko's large inkjet prints, from photographs of aerial views shot in 2004 (and which do 
not include the romantic shadow) are much more visceral, like her paintings. 
 
Burko's recent photographs of close-up views of forsythia, hemlock, sycamore, and magnolia 
branches in winter and spring seem to be her first photographs shot with the intention of being 
just that. These powerful, intimate pictures of local nature suggest that Burko has taken a cue 
from the recent work of photographer Ray Metzker and made a landing, so to speak, in her 
own backyard. 
 
Locks Gallery, 600 Washington Square South, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Tuesdays through Saturdays. 
Information: 215-629-1000 or www.locksgallery.com. Through June 30. 

http://www.locksgallery.com/

